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Fighting Nazism and Fascism in Ukraine - Perpetual Russian Narrative 

Russian propaganda continues to justify its unprovoked invasion of Ukraine by invoking the 

concept of fighting against Nazism which resonates back to the Great Patriotic War (Вели́кая 

Оте́чественная война́). Unsurprisingly, Russian propaganda mouthpieces in Georgia 

continued their endless prattle of the Ukrainian government and military being Nazis and 

fascists: 

 Various media outlets and Facebook groups disseminated videos allegedly showing the 

meeting of a Ukrainian "fascist and butcher" soldier, currently a PoW, and his former 

Russian victim miraculously survived, who was brutally beaten by the Ukrainian 

soldier and made to beg for mercy. 

 There is a correlation between Russian military activity and the work of its propaganda 

machine - after the fall of Mariupol, the Azov battalion is no longer the focus of the 

Russian military and, consequently, it is not a primary target of disinformation as well. 

However, some disinformers continued to echo the narrative that the Azov Battalion 

was a Nazi grouping prepared by Poroshenko and US senators to attack Russia. This 

message implies that Russia is not an aggressor but was forced to launch a pre-emptive 

war. 

 Arno Khidirbegishvili, the Editor-in-Chief of the Kremlin-backed media outlet 

Saqinform, voiced a recurring narrative that Russia is liberating Ukrainian cities and 

their residents. Khidirbegishvili stated that Putin embarked on a "special military 

Ukraine War Disinfo Narratives in Georgia  

6-12 June 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=713001293261591
https://www.facebook.com/groups/432629653525222/permalink/5058887264232748
https://www.facebook.com/dato.okribelashvili.77/posts/1211961086220455
http://saqinform.ge/news/55342/arno+xidirbegishvili%3A+biZina+ivanishvilis+cilismwameblebma+Tavi+cugcvangshi+chaigdes+.html
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operation" to liberate Ukraine with a humanitarian cause - to help the population and 

rebuild infrastructure in liberated areas.  

 Sputnik-Georgia also mentioned that Donetsk, Luhansk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia 

returned to peaceful life after the Russian liberation and, moreover, they have achieved 

a new level of integration with Russia. According to Sputnik, while the government of 

Ukraine is destroying Ukraine and its economy, Russia will direct its resources on 

rebuilding and developing liberated territories. 

 The pro-Russian webpage, Isari.ge, stated that the Russian population in Ukraine and 

the Baltic region is oppressed by the governments - deprived of the right to use the 

Russian language, restricted from watching Russian TV or consuming Russian online 

media. According to the article, the so-called "tolerant" Brussels is turning a blind eye 

to these infringements. Editor-in-Chief Hamlet Chipashvili also reiterated that 

Ukrainians are fascists and to justify this fact, he recalled a quote from the German poet 

Heinrich Heine - "Where they burn books, they will also ultimately burn people" and 

linked it to the actions of "Neofascist Ukrainians" in Odesa.  

 

Military Situation on the Ground through Kremlin Lenses 

Kremlin propaganda is reinvigorated by Russia's advances in Donbas and is gloating with a 

triumphant tone, despite failing to achieve a regime change, taking Kyiv and other major cities 

and "liberating" Donbas after more than 100 days of the war, originally planned as a several 

day-long "special military operation."  

 Sputnik-Georgia noted that according to Western military experts, Russia is just a step 

away from a victory in Donbas. According to Sputnik, Moscow intends to accelerate a 

https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220609/ruseti-axal-samyaros-asenebs-267292252.html
https://isari.ge/2022/06/07/%e1%83%95%e1%83%94%e1%83%ad%e1%83%95%e1%83%9d%e1%83%91-%e1%83%90%e1%83%9b-%e1%83%92%e1%83%a3%e1%83%9a%e1%83%98%e1%83%a1%e1%83%90%e1%83%9b%e1%83%90%e1%83%a9%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a7%e1%83%94/
https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220607/t-62m-267222752.html
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"special military operation" in Ukraine by significantly increasing the mobility of 

Russian military units and attack weapons. Sputnik concluded that the mass use of tank 

units in parallel with aviation and artillery would ensure a strong attack on Donbas and 

the success of the Russian operation on a wider front. 

 Sputnik-Georgia also boasted that the Russian army destroyed more or less all of the 

combat-ready elements of the Ukrainian armed forces in just three months. According 

to Sputnik, the fierce attack of the Russian military and the day-to-day defeat of the 

Ukrainian armed forces on the eastern front made the West realise that Russia would 

never forgive the supply of weapons to Ukraine and that they would have to pay for 

every hostile move towards Moscow as well as for every Russia soldier killed with 

NATO bullets, missiles and projectiles. Sputnik reported that the collective West is 

ready to sue for peace with Russia at all costs, even by ceding some part of the Ukrainian 

territory; however, Washington and Kyiv are hesitant as the defeat against Russia 

would mean an end to the myth of American exceptionalism and shut down the US's 

"Ukrainian project" for good. 

 Sputnik-Georgia also cheerfully commented that Ukraine is in a desperate situation 

and US intelligence is assessing the condition of the Ukrainian armed forces on the 

eastern front as catastrophic and the status of the Russian military as advantageous. 

 Sputnik-Georgia extrapolated that the Russian "special operation" in Ukraine has 

proven the dominant role of tanks in modern warfare, particularly the Russian T-90 

(according to Sputnik, superior to its Western counterparts) and shattered the myth of 

the superiority of anti-tank missiles and NLAWs. 

 Finally, Sputnik-Georgia wrote that the US embassy is the primary decision-maker in 

Kyiv and as the Ukrainian armed forces are sustaining heavy casualties in Donbas, this 

https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220608/samxedro-specoperacia-ukrainasi-267250203.html
https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220611/ucxeli-legionerebi-267367623.html
https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220610/tankebi-brundeba-267338672.html
https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220609/natos-jari-ukrainasi-267283325.htmlhttps:/sputnik-georgia.com/20220609/natos-jari-ukrainasi-267283325.html
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might be a prologue to NATO's and particularly Poland's direct involvement in the 

conflict, instead of waging a proxy war against Russia. However, Sputnik bragged that 

NATO is less likely to prevail over Russia in conventional warfare and NATO does not 

stand a chance in the case of a nuclear confrontation. 

 Alt-Info remarked that there are already some outlines for peace but the Ukrainians 

and the forces behind Ukraine are still trying to prolong the war. It seems that the 20% 

of Ukraine which is occupied by Russia will never again be Ukraine but because of their 

rhetoric and actions, Russia is not given the opportunity to reach an agreement and, 

consequently, Ukraine is losing even more territory. 

 Leader of Alt-Info and Conservative Movement, Zurab Makharadze, stated that the 

Georgians fighting in Ukraine are being put in the most hazardous war theatre - in 

Severodonetsk where an encirclement is practically inevitable, thus sacrificing the 

Georgians and saving the Ukrainians from a siege. 

 Alt-Info also claimed that the endgame of the war is the scenario of Mariupol - Ukraine 

will resist but to no avail. 

 Pro-Russian Sezoni TV, based on the SVR information, asserted that Kyiv agreed on 

the plan for Poland to annex Ukraine and as part of this plan, Kyiv is already sharing 

the most sensitive information with Warsaw and Washington. 

 According to some Facebook users, Ukrainian Presidential Advisor Mykhailo Podolyak 

is predicting a very harsh winter for Ukraine due to the lack and expensiveness of gas, 

a spike in prices and a deficit of products as well as the loss of many jobs and a decrease 

in wages. Facebook users suggested that this indicated that Ukraine was spreading fake 

news when they were saying to be winning the war and "were going to march to 

Moscow." 

https://www.facebook.com/altnews2/videos/1137942686773106/
https://www.facebook.com/altnews2/videos/1137942686773106/
https://www.facebook.com/altinformation/videos/318714083642328
https://sezonitv.ge/svr-kievi-dathankhmda-ukrainis-aneqsias-polonethis-mier/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2013096312353264/permalink/3140670576262493
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Ukrainian Refugees  

 One user on Facebook disseminated a false claim about Sweden passing a law and 

officially asking Ukrainian women to respect the host country and not walk naked in 

the street. Instilling antagonism towards the Ukrainians, Facebook user then 

provocatively asks whether Georgia has made similar measures to restrict such 

behaviour of the Ukrainian refugees.   

 In an interview with the pro-Russian online newspaper, Saerto Gazeti, Gulbaat 

Rtskhiladze, Director of the Russian proxy NGO – the Eurasian Institute and the 

Kremlin's long-time local propaganda activist, claimed that the NGO Free Russia, 

affiliated with the Georgian opposition (according to Rtskhiladze), is bringing 

Ukrainian refugees to Georgia to conduct rallies with the demands to free ex-President 

Saakashvili from prison as well as anti-Russian demonstrations with the overarching 

aim to pull Georgia into the war with Russia. 

 

Economic Consequences of Sanctions  

As the US and Europe roll out an array of economic sanctions to counter Russia's invasion of 

Ukraine, pro-Kremlin sources convey messages that these sanctions cannot pressure Vladimir 

Putin to stop the war and withdraw his troops from Ukraine. They also keep praising Prime 

Minister Gharibashvili for his pessimistic attitude towards sanctions. Generally, the pro-

Russian outlets employ a two-pronged propaganda narrative to downplay the consequences of 

the economic sanctions – firstly arguing that the Russian economy is coping well with the 

sanctions and is not damaged (or just modestly damaged) and, secondly, stating that it is the 

West which is being severely hurt by the side-effects of the "anti-Russian" sanctions.  

https://www.facebook.com/visarioni/posts/pfbid0f19ZoCqpAraUJS4vvSkWsQrXcWxNN9zQrbypgL7QGxz2BZXHRCx3BxhejQwm3Xa2l
https://www.facebook.com/264206696928162/posts/5973448176003957
https://factcheck.ge/en/story/38451-how-news-front-continues-to-operate
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 Sezoni TV, a pro-Russian media outlet, promoted the quotes of Vladimir Putin and 

Maria Zakharova, saying that inflation is under control in Russia, thus indicating that 

Russia is coping well with the sanctions and that the West has miscalculated the 

sanctions policy and as a result, the West is suffering from a boomerang effect.  

 Anti-Western blogger Beka Vardosanidze implied that the sanctions on Russia are not 

working and, on the contrary, they is damaging the West as Biden had to declare a state 

of emergency due to the energy crisis. 

Some disinformation messages focused on Georgia's role in the international sanctions regime 

against Russia: 

 Ramin Abesadze, one of the leaders of the fringe pro-Russian and anti-Western 

political party "Georgian Idea”, posted a video and proclaimed in the description that 

the US Ambassador to Georgia was threatening Georgia with severe consequences if 

the country did not comply with the international sanctions, something that Georgia 

is doing. Moreover, the video falsely argued that by this approach, Ambassador Kelly 

Degnan was trying to incite a conflict between Georgia and Russia, and then would 

leave Georgia alone to face Russia's aggression. It is noteworthy that Ambassador Kelly 

Degnan, in the same video, unequivocally underscored that the US is not urging 

Georgia to impose bilateral sanctions; however, Abesadze ignored this fact in his 

assessment. 

 Continuing the same rhetoric, the pro-Russian outlet, Isari.ge, claimed that the EU 

obliges Georgia to support Ukraine (something that the outlet regards as a disastrous 

policy) and impose sanctions on and use harsh wording to condemn Russia (also 

unacceptable for the publisher) in order to obtain membership candidate status. On top 

of that, the author highlights that imposing sanctions on Russia causes controversy even 

https://sezonitv.ge/akhla-inphlatsia-nulzea-vladimer-putini/
https://sezonitv.ge/maria-zakharova-rusethis-satsinaaghmdego-sanqtsiebze-dasavlethshi-ver-gathvales-da-bumerangi-miighes-mtkivneul-adgilas/
https://www.facebook.com/102288005440147/posts/318442267158052
https://www.facebook.com/abesadzeramin/videos/1358698817944248/
https://isari.ge/2022/06/07/%e1%83%95%e1%83%94%e1%83%ad%e1%83%95%e1%83%9d%e1%83%91-%e1%83%90%e1%83%9b-%e1%83%92%e1%83%a3%e1%83%9a%e1%83%98%e1%83%a1%e1%83%90%e1%83%9b%e1%83%90%e1%83%a9%e1%83%a3%e1%83%a7%e1%83%94/
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among EU countries, adding that Brussels aggressively urges member states to levy 

sanctions on Russia, describing the process as a "liberal dictatorship [of Brussels]."  

 Davit Tarkhan-Mouravi, one of the leaders of the pro-Russian Alliance of Patriots 

political party, in the broadcast of its affiliated TV Obieqtivi, argued that Georgia 

should engage in parallel import with Russia; that is, import goods that are sanctioned 

in Russia and sell them in Russia and earn profits of billions of dollars. He mentioned 

that Armenia is already benefitting from such a scheme and is using Georgian territory 

to export goods to Russia. Therefore, he claimed that Georgia is better suited than 

Armenia to reap the gains from the situation and should not miss the chance. Tarkhan-

Mouravi also reasoned that it is not immoral to help Russia ditch the sanctions and 

profit from bypassing the international sanctions regime because the West is also 

trading with Russia, particularly in the energy sector. 

 

Disinformation Narratives in Georgia's Occupied Regions 

Russian propaganda is repeatedly reiterating the same message in Abkhazia that Russia is 

conducting a "special military operation" in Ukraine against Nazis and liberating Ukraine from 

Nazis. Sputnik-Abkhazia is spearheading the Kremlin disinformation machine in Abkhazia.  

 

Fearmongering Narratives of the War Expanding Beyond Ukraine to Georgia 

Threatening the Georgian public with the war against Russia has been the major narrative of 

the pro-Russian and far-right groups in the week of 6-12 June. Traditionally, the Georgian 

opposition and the critical media have been targeted for their "desire" to open a second front 

in Georgia. However, after blaming the opposition for craving to drag Georgia into the war 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1668512123509039
https://www.facebook.com/Sputnikabkhazia/posts/407164244639643/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/177680334408200/posts/320303146812584/
https://www.facebook.com/Sputnikabkhazia/posts/pfbid0214nKadYTwuLqNm5dkcRouu2awDywj9a2oCsZi2c3xaDfLnDaF8xLSjg7dBHrAgodl
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against Russia for the past few weeks, the Georgian Dream (GD) government found a new 

scapegoat – the EU – to justify their political failures. The Georgian Dream government, along 

with its supporters, affiliated experts and public figures, found a perfect unison with the pro-

Kremlin groups in attacking the European Parliament for a resolution extremely critical of the 

Georgian government which even suggested discussing sanctioning Bidzina Ivanishvili - the 

billionaire founder of the ruling Georgian Dream and the former Prime Minister, allegedly 

still being the informal ruler of the country. 

 High-level government officials and ruling party leaders did not hesitate to resort to 

anti-Western propaganda in response to the European Parliament's critical resolution 

towards the Georgian government. Kakha Kaladze, Mayor of the capital Tbilisi and one 

of the most influential figures in the ruling GD party, stated that "even if each of us is 

sanctioned, the country will not engage in the war against Russia" despite no such 

demands in the European Parliament's resolution. Another GD leader, Gia Volski, First 

Vice-Speaker of the Parliament of Georgia, in an interview with the Georgian Public 

broadcaster, claimed that Ukraine's interest, Georgia to open a second front against 

Russia, is supported by the United National Movement (Georgia’s biggest opposition 

party) and by the people who voted for the European Parliament's resolution, referring 

to the 308 MEPs, eventually labelling them as warmongers. 

 Many disinformation actors have claimed that the EU is conditioning the candidacy 

status for Georgia to the opening of the second front against Russia. Space 

News contended that the resolution adopted by the European Parliament was highly 

critical of the Georgian Dream government because the GD refused to accept the EU's 

request to start the war against Russia. Bondo Mdzinarashvili, a member of the 

Georgian Public Broadcaster’s Board of Trustees, famous for his anti-Western stance, 

used a false dilemma technique and posted a question on his Facebook account asking 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1065767050719112
https://spnews.io/ge/news-detail/ukraina-evropistvis-dghes-warmoadgens-fars-da-ukraina-ambobs-ratom-ar-ixsneba-meore-fronti-es-aitaca-%E2%80%9Enacmodzraobam%E2%80%9C-da-ambobs-meore-fronti-rom-gaixsnas-amitom-xelisufleba-unda-sheicvalos-volski-18495?fbclid=IwAR0eOqDCF31mHuvrp7xC7LtRpCBOm_pyT6il17SbsWb901QRsor30l1wS8g
https://split.spnews.io/ka/archives/141246?fbclid=IwAR1KUV5o6R5go5RqtDS776kCJz-XBU5artaw6Ro4OsLT_0i7FEM4HJIurQE
https://www.facebook.com/bondomdzinara/posts/6011722895521024
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the public to pick between the "getting EU candidacy status with no perspective of 

membership in exchange for dragging Georgian into the war with Russia" and "peace 

in Georgia." Mdzinarashvili noted that he chooses peace.  

 Other propaganda actors claimed that the EU and USA are punishing Georgia for not 

starting the war with Russia. Pro-governmental expert, philosopher Zaza 

Shatirishvili, speculated that the resolution adopted by the European Parliament 

resulted from the US's pressure on the EU to punish Georgia for not opening the second 

front against Russia. Gia Gachechiladze, a former politician and musician with the stage 

name Ucnobi, who is famous for his anti-Western positions, also stated in his interview 

with the government-affiliated TV Imedi that the West punishes the Georgian 

government for maintaining peace in the country. Soso Manjavidze, a self-proclaimed 

political scientist affiliated with far-right and pro-Russian groups, has also claimed that 

there are two reasons behind the European Parliament's critical resolution: 1. Georgia 

has not opened a second front against Russia and refused to join the Western sanctions 

against Moscow – thus, according to Manjavidze, Georgia saved itself from physical 

annihilation. 2. Georgia fights against LGBTG+ and gay pride – therefore, according to 

Manjavidze, Georgia escaped spiritual death. Another anti-Western actor, economist 

Demur Giorkhelidze, has also responded to the European Parliament resolution and 

suggested that it was a punishment for Georgia for refusing to join the war against 

Russia and for not being willing to conduct "gay marches." 

 The far-right pro-Russian group Alt-Info, once again, reiterated the conspiracy-type 

narrative that the West-led groups in Georgia were going to use Tbilisi Pride (LGBTQ 

event) as a provocation to destabilise the country and overthrow the Georgian Dream 

government and then open the second front and start the war against Russia. 

https://www.facebook.com/POSTV.Analytics/posts/1914993065362851
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=3233499703528138
https://www.facebook.com/soso.manjavi1234/posts/2616663421799632
https://www.facebook.com/demur.giorkhelidze/posts/10228413298506546
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1386585071821464
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 The government-affiliated media TV Imedi distorted the words of the former Minister 

and opposition MP politician, Zurab Tchiaberashvili, spreading the news with the 

manipulative headline on Imedi’s Facebook page "Zurab Tchiaberashvili - Yes, I want 

the war." This text-book fake news was later amplified by pro-Russian groups and 

Facebook users scolding the whole Georgian opposition for being frustrated with the 

peace that the Georgian Dream government established in Georgia and seeking to drag 

Georgia into the war with Russia. 

 The infamous celebrity influencer and a well-known propagandist, Lali 

Moroshkina, expressed her "infuriation" towards the "war propagandists" in Georgia 

and claimed that the collective "they" (people who want to open a second front in 

Georgia) want to eliminate the young Georgian men to damage country's demography 

and eradicate the Georgian nation. Moroshkina added that in the case of a war against 

Russia, Georgian men would share the fate of a considerable number of Ukrainian 

military personnel who had been taken into captivity by Russians and, together with 

many foreign fighters, are facing the death sentence. The same narrative was amplified 

by the anti-Western Saerto Gazeti newspaper which claimed that if the second front is 

opened in Georgia, there would be nothing left of Georgia, something that is not of any 

concern for the West or the USA. 

 

Military Aid to Ukraine 

The battle of Donbas has effectively transformed into an artillery duel; thus, Ukraine is 

desperate for heavy weapons; namely, precise long-range artillery and MLRS systems and 

tanks as claimed by the Ukrainian political leadership. Henceforth, Russian propaganda 

https://www.facebook.com/tvimedi/posts/5396795583745649
https://www.facebook.com/davit.chikhelidze/posts/5852251058135782
https://georgia-news.info/2022/06/07/es-gindodath-qarthveli-bitchebisthvis-mavneblebo-ar-gagatsqhvetinebth-chvens-sajishe-bitchebs-lali-moroshkina/?fbclid=IwAR34ytvPjE_uunygn0IjXVEE3l5kv69k7RCK_Sl14n44-9KnW1oDwjy1rUQ
https://www.facebook.com/264206696928162/posts/5973453116003463
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campaigns have gotten more active in order to disrupt military aid to Ukraine. Traditionally, 

these messages have resonated in Georgia as well: 

 Pro-Russian TV Obieqtivi claimed, based on a former US intelligence officer, that US 

military aid sent to Europe ends up on the black market and this process will lead the 

world to destruction.  

 Alt-Info also voiced the message that weapons provided to Ukraine are going to the 

black market and have ended up in Syria. According to the leader of Alt-Info and 

Conservative Movement, such stories appear in the Western tabloids because the West 

is not willing to supply qualitatively more weapons and is ex-ante creating a 

justification.  

 Eri Media, established by the infamous Georgian businessman and public figure, Levan 

Vasadze, promoted the message that Ukraine might attack Russia's territory with 

Western weaponry. It stated that the West is prolonging the war artificially by 

providing Ukraine with weaponry at the current tempo. According to Eri Media, 

Europe and the US believe that Ukraine will not stop on its territory in case of 

Ukrainian victory; hence, the US and Europe are afraid that Ukraine will invade 

Russian territory. Therefore, Eri Media concluded that the West is supplying Ukraine 

with the amount of armament needed to retake the lost territory, not to attack Russia. 

 Sputnik-Georgia threatened that providing Kyiv with more heavy and long-range 

weaponry would result in bombing the logistical centres on the suppliers' (i.e., NATO 

members) territories. Sputnik also mentioned that more military aid would lead to a 

further escalation and the dragging of NATO armies into the conflict with Russia. 

 Pro-Russian Alt-Info and the leaders of the Conservative Movement asserted that the 

Western military assistance to Ukraine would not make a difference on the battlefield 

https://obieqtivi.info/news/%E1%83%90%E1%83%A8%E1%83%A8-%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%93%E1%83%90%E1%83%96%E1%83%95%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%A7%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A4%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98-%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A4%E1%83%98%E1%83%AA%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%A1%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A2-%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%A0%E1%83%98-%E1%83%94%E1%83%95%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%A1%E1%83%9D%E1%83%A4%E1%83%9A%E1%83%98%E1%83%9D-%E1%83%92%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%90%E1%83%93%E1%83%92%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%83%94%E1%83%91%E1%83%90%E1%83%9B%E1%83%93%E1%83%94-%E1%83%9B%E1%83%98%E1%83%B0%E1%83%A7%E1%83%90%E1%83%95%E1%83%A1/
https://www.facebook.com/altnews2/videos/1137942686773106/
https://www.facebook.com/112661151415491/posts/135020489179557
https://sputnik-georgia.com/20220609/natos-jari-ukrainasi-267283325.html
https://www.facebook.com/altinformation/videos/318714083642328
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as the weaponry supplied by the West is not nearly enough the needed amount. 

However, paradoxically, Alt-Info also claimed that the support of the West was at the 

maximum level and the only remaining tool for further assistance was for the West to 

join the war. The leader of the Conservative Movement also claimed that Ukraine 

would experience problems due to the diversity of howitzers supplied and the lack of 

personnel trained in using them. 

 A pro-Russian blogger indicated, without facts or valid reasons, that if the Republicans 

win the midterms in the US, funds would no longer be appropriated for the Zelensky 

regime. 

 Saerto Gazeti and TV Obieqtivi argued that there are no results despite so much 

military aid supplied to Ukraine. This message suggested that Western military 

assistance to Ukraine is in vain and hence, there is no reason to continue the policy. 

 Kartuli TV (Georgian TV) stated that the West is not trying to end the war in Ukraine 

and sanctions and military aid serve the goal of weakening Russia and partitioning 

Ukraine. 

 

No to Europe, Declare Neutrality and Start Negotiations with Russia - Say Pro-

Russian Actors 

The European Parliament adopted a resolution on violations of media freedom and the safety 

of journalists in Georgia which speaks in a critical tone towards the Georgian government and 

even suggested discussing sanctioning Bidzina Ivanishvili. All of the Georgian Dream leaders, 

including the Prime Minster, Irakli Gharibashvili, and the Chairman of the Party, Irakli 

Kobakhidze, lashed out against the resolution, labelling it as shameful, anti-Georgian, anti-

https://www.facebook.com/100063606165288/posts/431754885621380
https://www.facebook.com/obieqti/videos/7703220236387276
https://www.facebook.com/264206696928162/posts/5973432826005492
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=435903787937592
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state, immoral, etc., and arguing that it was based on fake information. GD leaders and 

affiliated speakers retaliated against the MEPs by accusing them of being irresponsible, 

supporters of criminal opposition political groups and advocates of opening the second front 

of the war against Russia in Georgia. Kobakhidze stated that the “European Parliament 

resolution may be perceived as a hint that Georgia, unlike Ukraine and Moldova, may not be 

granted EU candidate status;” however, he also noted that “it has nothing to do with European 

values and such a resolution, to put it frankly, is not worth anything.” PM Gharibashvili went 

further and threatened the EU to uncover anything in the case of a negative decision on 

Georgia’s candidacy status: “…on June 17 there will be the opinion of the European 

Commission, I will wait for June 23-24 and until then I will refrain from publicly disclosing 

the details, so that I do not speak more in front of our people, if the decision is unfair, shameful 

for our country, for our people, I keep the option that I will uncover everything and I will tell 

the people everything.” 

Government-affiliated sources also organised massive online smear campaigns against the 

MEPs. Some MPs from the Georgian Dream, such as Dimitri Khundadze and Aluda 

Ghudushauri, and many affiliated speakers (for instance, Gia Gachechiladze) aired outright 

anti-Western messages: 

 Dimitri Khundadze (MP): “If Georgia receives the status of an EU candidate with unjust 

commitments, the country should refuse it!” 

 Aluda Ghudushauri (MP): “How can a resolution containing lies be taken into account? 

I do not want Europe based on lies, I do not even want my own family if it is based on 

lies.” 

 Gia Gachechiladze: “If sanctioning Bidzina [Ivanishvili] and dragging us into the war is 

a pathway to Europe, then let this path be closed!” 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120261-irakli-kobakhidze-european-parliament-resolution-may-be-perceived-as-a-hint-that-georgia-unlike-ukraine-and-moldova-may-not-be-granted-eu-candidate-status
https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120262-irakli-kobakhidze-on-the-european-parliament-resolution-such-resolution-is-not-worth-anything
https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120297-according-to-pm-irakli-gharibashvili-if-the-decision-on-eu-candidate-status-is-unfair-and-offensive-to-georgia-he-will-uncover-everything
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/714687-dimitri-xundaze-tu-sakartvelo-statuss-usamartlo-valdebulebebit-miigebs-kveqanam-masze-uari-unda-tkvas-statusis-misagebad-girsebas-ver-davtmobt/
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/715072-aluda-gudushauri-rezolucia-sadac-tquilebi-ceria-rogor-unda-iqos-angarishgasacevi-tquilebze-dapuznebuli-evropa-ki-ara-sakutari-ojaxi-ar-minda
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/715072-aluda-gudushauri-rezolucia-sadac-tquilebi-ceria-rogor-unda-iqos-angarishgasacevi-tquilebze-dapuznebuli-evropa-ki-ara-sakutari-ojaxi-ar-minda
https://tabula.ge/ge/news/687385-utsnobi-tu-bidzinas-sanktsirebasa-omshi
https://www.interpressnews.ge/en/article/120279-dimitri-khundadze-if-georgia-receives-the-status-of-an-eu-candidate-with-unjust-commitments-the-country-should-refuse-it
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Openly pro-Russian actors exploited this aggressive and overtly critical rhetoric towards the 

EU. They did not miss the chance and utilised the fertile ground for disseminating propaganda, 

created by the government, and revived the narrative that Europe limits Georgia's sovereignty 

and interferes with its internal affairs. Pro-Russian actors suggested that the European 

Parliament had adopted the anti-Georgian resolution which contained "unprecedented 

slander" against the Georgian government. Another interpretation of the 

resolution developed a sub-narrative that both the opposition and the government are puppets 

of the West and the EU will punish Georgia if we do not organise a "gay parade” and “do not 

"open a second front" in Georgia. Based on these false allegations, pro-Russian 

groups blatantly argue that Georgia does not need membership in such a union.  

As an alternative and a solution, pro-Russian actors proposed abandoning the pro-Western 

foreign policy and immediately negotiate with Russia. Giorgi Iremadze, Director of the pro-

Russian Patrioti TV, stated that Europe had turned its back on Georgia by adopting the 

resolution and the time had arrived to start a dialogue with Russia, most probably referring to 

allying with Russia.  

Along with the openly pro-Russian narratives that promote an alliance with Russia, the pro-

Russian Alliance of Patriots (AoP) political party continued advocating for false neutrality. 

Leader of the Alliance of Patriots, David Tarkhan-Mouravi, claimed that there are only two 

security models in the world: NATO and neutrality. He argued that NATO failed to ensure 

security in the world and parroted Putin's narrative that NATO acts against Russia. 

 

 

 

http://saqinform.ge/news/55393/arno+xidirbegishvili%3A+2022+wlis+9+ivniss+moxda+ori+movlena%2C+romelic+saqarTvelos+ganaxlebuli+politikis+proeqtirebisas+algoriTmad+gamodgeba..html?fbclid=IwAR2YYLlkD1X6JuC4Pbrywow47cnEabXMfYXio3VHseO1XpuK9CJerjviQoY
https://www.facebook.com/groups/320197108009311/permalink/5726748347354133
https://spnews.io/ge/news-detail/evropa-tu-arasworad-iqceva-ar-vetyvi-vin-aris-vistan-ra-damsaxureba-aqvs-meufe-iakobi-18510
https://split.spnews.io/ka/archives/141339
https://split.spnews.io/ka/archives/141328?fbclid=IwAR1rYSb5CwhXTIryrtCxtcuCdJDDJMpl06Hs1eL__rLPuhG52MXOkH0gYLY
https://www.facebook.com/koba.kuprashvili.7?fref=nf
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GEO.RUS/posts/1701798573501805/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=702965297604242
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Lugar Lab - Russia's Made-up Threat 

Disinformation about the Lugar laboratory, a biological laboratory based in Tbilisi and a 

constant target of high-ranking Russian officials and propaganda sources, resumed last week. 

Russian Foreign Ministry Spokeswoman, Maria Zakharova, conveyed Moscow's fears about US 

activities in the post-Soviet space and demanded a response from Washington on its military-

biological work. As Zakharova asserted, Russian officials, public figures and even Georgian 

experts (probably referring to pro-Russian propagandists) had repeatedly noted that the Lugar 

Centre's secret activities raise serious questions about US compliance with its obligations under 

the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. According to her, the US collects biomaterials 

and conducts research using insects which constitute hazardous biological agents and spreaders 

of infections. 

 

Attention, Moscow is Speaking - Russian Disinformation on Facebook and 

Instagram 

Russia's Ukraine-war-related disinformation continues proliferating on Facebook and 

Instagram. During the previous week (6-12 June), the Kremlin-supported actors have once 

again tried to convince the public to make savings in roubles as the rouble, according to the 

propaganda, "is the most profitable currency." Last week, FactCheck Georgia also debunked a 

fake story according to which Stephen M. Twitty, Former Deputy Commander of United States 

European Command, said "200,000 Ukrainian soldiers have disappeared" from the Ukrainian 

army – a fabricated quote. Going further, Russian media outlets have also fabricated a story 

about the Polish Deputy Foreign Minister, Marcin Przydacz. According to the false claim, 

Przydacz accused Russia of destroying Western weapons going to Ukraine – when, in fact, the 

Deputy Foreign Minister merely said that Russia was trying to destroy those weapons. Last 

week, Russian propaganda also targeted another Polish official, this time, Paweł Szefernaker – 

https://spnews.io/ge/news-detail/lugaris-centris-saqmianoba-seriozul-kitxvebs-iwvevs-maria-zaxarova-18511
https://factcheck.ge/ru/story/40833-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%84%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D1%80%D1%83%D0%B1%D0%BB%D1%8C-%D1%81%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%8F-%D0%B2%D1%8B%D0%B3%D0%BE%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%B0%D1%8F-%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BB%D1%8E%D1%82%D0%B0
https://factcheck.ge/ru/story/40835-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%84%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%BF%D0%BE-%D1%81%D0%BB%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%B0%D0%BC-%D0%BE%D1%82%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%B2%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE-%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B8%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%BE%D0%B3%D0%BE-%D0%B3%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%BB%D0%B0-200-000-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D1%85-%D1%81%D0%BE%D0%BB%D0%B4%D0%B0%D1%82-%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%87%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%BB%D0%B8
https://factcheck.ge/ru/story/40836-%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D0%BF%D1%83%D0%BB%D1%8F%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D1%83%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%87%D1%82%D0%BE%D0%B6%D0%B0%D0%B5%D1%82-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BF%D0%B0%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%BE%D0%B5-%D0%BE%D1%80%D1%83%D0%B6%D0%B8%D0%B5-%D0%B8%D0%B4%D1%83%D1%89%D0%B5%D0%B5-%D0%B2-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%83
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Secretary of State at the Ministry of the Interior and Administration. According to the 

disinformation, Szefernaker stated that "it is time for the Ukrainians to return home" – a quote 

that does not belong to him. And in a desperate attempt to prove that the Ukrainian soldiers 

are Nazis, pro-Russian actors have circulated a picture allegedly depicting Ukrainian POWs 

with tattoos but the photo was actually taken in El Salvador, Central America.    

 

 

 

This publication is produced by Georgia’s Reforms Associates (GRASS) 

with the support of the Open Information Partnership (OIP). The 

opinions expressed in this publication are those of the authors and may 

not reflect the opinions or views of the OIP. 

https://factcheck.ge/ru/story/40832-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%84%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%BC%D0%B8%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%81%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B0-%D0%B2%D0%BD%D1%83%D1%82%D1%80%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%85-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%BB-%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%BB%D1%8C%D1%88%D0%B8-%D0%B7%D0%B0%D1%8F%D0%B2%D0%B8%D0%BB-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%86%D0%B0%D0%BC-%D0%BF%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%B0-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B2%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%89%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%8C%D1%81%D1%8F-%D0%B4%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%BE%D0%B9
https://factcheck.ge/ru/story/40842-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D0%B7%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%84%D0%BE%D1%80%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%86%D0%B8%D1%8F-%D0%BD%D0%B0-%D1%84%D0%BE%D1%82%D0%BE-%D0%BB%D1%8E%D0%B4%D0%B8-%D1%81-%D1%82%D0%B0%D1%82%D1%83%D0%B8%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2%D0%BA%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%B8-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D0%B8%D0%BD%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B8%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B5%D0%BD%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5

